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ABSTRACT

Results are presented of mask imaging using the Extended Nijboer-Zernike (ENZ) theory of diffraction. We
show that the efficiency of a mask imaging algorithm, derived from this theory, can be increased. By adjusting
the basic Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) algorithm, we can calculate the near field of isolated mask
structures efficiently, without resorting to periodic domains. In addition, the calculations for the points on the
entrance sphere of the imaging system can be done separately with a Fourier transformed Stratton-Chu nearto-far-field transformation. By clever sampling in the radial direction of the entrance pupil, the computational
effort is already reduced by at least a factor of 4.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Numerical simulations of mask imaging are vital for the lithographic community. In the quest of obtaining
increasingly smaller structures on a wafer, the design of a typical lithographic mask contains features with
dimensions in the order of the wavelength. In addition, the mask has become optically thick and hyper-NA
immersion lithography is currently often applied, so that polarization effects influence now to a large degree the
image. To correctly predict the image from a given mask design computational tools are required that are fully
vectorial. In reverse, the mask design does not follow straightforwardly from a desired wafer image. The entire
mask design process has become a painstakingly long iterative procedure.
Computational lithography is mature; efficient algorithms have been developed that often run on dedicated
hardware. Rigorous electromagnetic field solvers have been around for several decades and can easily replace
non-rigorous methods to simulate the complex interaction of illumination with a lithographic mask. Hopkins’
approach1 (Transmission Cross-Coefficients computation) is widely used to calculate aerial images. It is, in basis,
a scalar treatment which has been extended to support vectorial calculations.2 Nonetheless, the method is based
on assumptions that are increasingly violated for future nodes. In addition, it requires the use of periodic mask
patterns, which is uncommon for realistic masks.
As an alternative to existing algorithms, we present Extended Nijboer-Zernike (ENZ) based mask imaging.3
The method is fully vectorial, rigorous and does not rely on assumptions made by Hopkins’ method. It is a source
point integration method (or Abbe’s method4 ) which is generally considered to be computationally inefficient.
However, we believe that ENZ-based mask imaging has the promise of being relatively efficient. In this paper,
we present an efficient coupling between rigorous electromagnetic field solvers and the ENZ-imaging algorithm.
This coupling enables the new mask imaging algorithm to fit seamlessly into existing mask design schemes.
In Section 2, the ENZ-based mask imaging algorithm is explained with a focus on connecting electromagnetic
field solvers to the imaging algorithm. Section 3 discusses several computational results of the imaging algorithm,
and our conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional representation of the computational domain (CD) surrounded by a perfectly matched layer
(PML) and the interface ∂Ω that separates the CD and the PML, as used in the FDTD solver. It is shown that mask
and substrate interfaces can cut through the interface ∂Ω to represent infinitely extending material.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 ENZ-based mask imaging
The mask imaging algorithm simulates the entire optical system that is typical of current lithographic set-ups.
The source distribution is discretized into point sources, for which the image intensity is calculated independently.
The interaction of the incident light with the absorbing mask is calculated with the FDTD model described below.
Instead of an FDTD model, any rigorous solver can be used, as long as it can solve the electromagnetic near-field
of the mask. Using a Stratton-Chu near-to-far-field transformation, which will also be described in more detail,
the electric field at the spherical entrance pupil of the lens system is calculated. The field is then decomposed
in a Zernike expansion. From this Zernike representation, the aerial images produced by an optical system with
arbitrary aberrations follow by calculating the full vectorial Debye diffraction integral using ENZ diffraction
theory.5, 6

2.2 FDTD
The FDTD method is an extensively used rigorous electromagnetic field solver. Since the introduction of the
basic algorithm,7 many extensions have been proposed and separately to overcome the limitations of the basic
model. A good overview of these can be found in the book of Taflove and Hagness.8 Since the FDTD method
operates in the time domain, it is well-suited for calculating the spectral or temporal response of an illuminated
geometry. For the lithography application, we are only interested in steady-state solutions, so that a frequency
domain method could be considered to be more appropriate. However, the relatively low memory requirements for
large geometries and the extendibility of the FDTD method have made it a popular tool also in the lithographic
community.
The FDTD implementation used is an in-house developed code at Delft University of Technology, which has
previously been benchmarked.9 A rectangular three-dimensional computational domain (CD) is defined which
is the volume that encloses all non-trivial scatterers of the problem, see Fig. 1. In this case it encloses the active
region of the mask. The orthogonal mesh in the CD consists of rectangular Yee-elements and is non-uniform. By
aligning the non-uniform mesh with the material interfaces, staircasing errors of the in general non-conforming
mesh are minimized. An absorbing layer surrounds the CD in all directions. This perfectly matched layer10
(PML) is, in addition, non-reflective and thus fully transparent to outgoing waves. As a result, it appears
numerically as if the CD is surrounded by homogeneous materials free of scatterers.
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Figure 2. Near field (Ex ) of an x-polarized orthogonally incident plane wave on a lithographic mask structure consisting
of a featureless 80nm thick Cr absorbing mask on a SiO2 substrate suspended in air. (left) Calculated using FDTD, with
the incident plane wave as zero field E 0 , (center) using FDTD, with the solution to the layered problem as zero field E 0 ,
(right) the analytic solution to the layered problem. The gray thick lines denote the interface between the CD and the
PML, as well as the material interfaces that cross into the PML.

In common FDTD implementations, letting material interfaces cross into the PML is problematic as illustrated in the left image of Fig. 2. This issue is usually circumvented by taking a very large, memory and
computationally inefficient CD with (quasi)periodic boundary conditions. In practice, for Hopkins’ method the
simulation of a (quasi)periodic problem is required. Instead, the newly proposed ENZ-mask imaging algorithm
can produce images of isolated mask features. Our FDTD implementation does allow the interfaces of a multilayered structure to cross into the PML. Because Maxwell’s equations are linear we can write the total field
(TF), ET , as the sum of two solutions to Maxwell’s equations,
ET = ES + E0 ,

(1)

where E0 is usually the incident field in free space and ES is called the scattered field (SF). As in other
implementations, we calculate the total field in the CD and the scattered field in the surrounding PML region.
In a standard FDTD algorithm, the fields in the two regions are coupled by adding or subtracting the incident
field on the boundary of the computational domain and the PML. However, on this boundary in a multilayered
geometry, the incident field is not a good solution to Maxwell’s equations, because the incident field is defined for
free space. The algorithm therefore produces incorrect results. Instead of using the incident field for E0 , we use
the steady-state solution to the layered geometry without mask features which does give correct results in the
steady-state of the FDTD simulation as can be seen in Fig. 2. This multilayer solution can easily be calculated
analytically for general incident fields.
The time domain simulation is stopped when the fields in the computational domain have become harmonic.
While FDTD calculates with real field values, using the information from one harmonic cycle, complex field
values can be deduced so that phase information is contained in the output.
Our FDTD method implements the PML as a convolutional PML11 and allows for media with negative
permittivity and non-zero absorption by implementing an auxiliary differential equations (ADE) technique for
dispersive media.12 Next to the absorbing PML boundary, quasi-periodic boundary conditions can be applied
using the so-called sine-cosine technique13 for oblique incident plane waves. Our model also includes the modules
for calculating the analytic multilayer solution and the Stratton-Chu near-to-far-field calculation described below.
The code is parallelized for efficient execution on multi-processor machines.

2.3 Near-to-far-field calculation
Because the distance between the mask and the entrance pupil is far larger than the wavelength and the dimensions of the features on the mask, the Fraunhofer approximation for the field on the entrance pupil surface is
valid. Since the distance is comparable to the size of the entrance pupil, we have to consider a spherical entrance
pupil.

In order to link the calculated near-fields to the entrance pupil of the optical system, we use the Stratton-Chu
formula.14 It relates the scattered fields ES and HS on the boundary, ∂Ω, of a given domain to the field at any
point in or outside the domain, and is given by
ZZ
(2)
ES (r0 ) = −
(n × ES (r))GH (r, r0 ) − (n × HS (r))GE (r, r0 ) dr2 .
∂Ω

0

Herein, G(r, r ), is Green’s tensor of the layered system, because we allow material interfaces to cross the
Stratton-Chu integration surface. For a general layered system this term is difficult to calculate analytically. In
addition, the Fraunhofer approximation follows from this inefficiently. First, we would need to calculate the field
at many points on a large flat surface. Second, using a Fourier transform of the fields there we would obtain the
Fraunhofer far field. Instead, we implement the Fourier transformed Stratton-Chu formula:15
ZZ
F[ES ](kx , ky , z) = −
(n × ES (r))F[GH ](r, k) − (n × HS (r))F[GE ](r, k) dr2 ,
(3)
∂Ω

which now uses the Fourier transformed Green’s tensor, F[G](r, k), of a layered system. This tensor is efficiently
calculated in the same algorithm that gives the analytic multilayer solution for the FDTD simulation. By using
the Fourier transformed equation, the far field at the location on the sphere determined by the wavenumbers kx ,
ky and distance z is almost directly obtained:
ESfar (kx , ky , z) = F[ES ]

kz
.
|k|

(4)

In order to do the numerical integration of Eq. (3), the rectangular boundaries of the FDTD computational
domain are discretized to a uniform, orthogonal Stratton-Chu grid. Because field values on the FDTD grid are
not collocated but staggered, the FDTD field values are linearly interpolated onto the Stratton-Chu grid.
An advantage of the described Stratton-Chu method is that separate points in the far field can be calculated,
corresponding directly to points on the spherical entrance pupil of the optical system. It is therefore very
suited for parallelized computation. More importantly, it gives the freedom to choose any kind of entrance pupil
sampling, which is described in more detail below.

2.4 Sampling models
In the beginning of this section, it is explained that we require the Zernike representation of the field F in the
entrance pupil, which is given by
X
F (ρ, θ) =
βnm Rn|m| (ρ)eimθ
, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π,
(5)
n,m
|m|

where ρ and θ are the radial and angular polar coordinates and Rn are the radial Zernike polynomials.4 The
summation is over all integer n, m such that n − |m| is even and ≥ 0. We assume that F is a relatively smooth
function of ρ and θ, which implies that βnm rapidly decay in |m| and n. By orthogonality of the Zernike terms
|m|
Rn (ρ)eimθ , the βnm are given in integral form as
Z Z
n + 1 1 2π
βnm =
F (ρ, θ)Rn|m| (ρ)e−imθ ρ dρdθ.
(6)
π
0
0
The goal is now to find a sampling of θ and ρ in the pupil, so that the non-polynomial functions are accurately
integrated with as few points as possible. We shall restrict ourselves to separable sampling schemes. It is
convenient to take the θ-sampling set T as
T = {θl =

2πl
L

|

l = 0, 1, ..., L − 1}.

(7)

We now address the issue of choosing an appropriate ρ-sampling set R. We note that because our scheme is
separable, the ρ-sampling is independent of m. If the sampling would be dependent on m, we would require a
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Figure 3. Fitting of the function F m (ρ) = Jm (2πaρ) to a Zernike expansion with coefficients cj , with j = 0...20, compared
to analytical solution cm
m+2j . The errors are shown of the linear, square-root and cosine sampling scheme using K sampling
points, and the Gaussian quadrature error with fixed number of sampling points K = jmax = 21. Left graph shows the
errors for the case of a slowly varying function (m = 10, a = 1), while the right graph shows the errors for a violently
oscillating function (m = 20, a = 5).

new set of sampling points for every value of m while we aim to decrease the number of sampling points needed.
To that end, we consider the following sampling schemes:
linear sampling:
square-root sampling:
cosine sampling:

k + 21
K
k + 21 1
ρk = (
)2
K
k + 21
ρk = cos
π
2K
ρk =

, k = 0, 1, ..., K − 1,

(8)

, k = 0, 1, ..., K − 1.

(9)

, k = 0, 1, ..., K − 1.

(10)

The linear sampling scheme is commonly used in cases where the pupil function is only available in sampled
form on circles of linearly increasing radii.16 Such a restriction does not hold in our application. The square-root
sampling scheme occurs in several publications.17, 18 Cosine sampling, also known as Chebyshev sampling, is
advocated in general terms in Eisinberg et al.19 A detailed study on developing a sampling scheme taylored to
Zernike functions will be published in the near future.

3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We shall now compare the sampling schemes in (8-10) to one another and to a benchmarking method based on an
appropriate Gaussian quadrature scheme based on Jacobi polynomials. Gaussian quadrature is not a separable
method and is therefore not suited for practical use, as mentioned before. For a tilted Bessel test function of
order m, optimal weighting coefficients are determined using least-squares fitting for the three separable sampling
schemes. The reconstructed function is then compared to the true coefficients (that can be found explicitly), see
Fig. 3. It is clear that for both the low and high order test function the cosine sampling gave more accurate
results at low numbers of sampling points. Note also that Gauss quadrature fits give a fixed optimal number of
sampling points for a given fit order. As can also be seen, in some cases the separable sampling schemes can give
better accuracy than the Gaussian quadrature fit.
To show the coupling of the FDTD with the ENZ imaging algorithm and the influence of the entrance pupil
sampling at work we ran the mask imaging algorithm for a few test cases. We simulated a 80nm thick Cromium
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Figure 4. Intensity plots of aerial images in best focus produced by the ENZ-based mask imaging algorithm. All images
are calculated from a single FDTD near field calculation of a 3x3 array of contact holes as described in the text. The
far field is calculated on the entrance pupil with linear and cosine sampling and with various sampling densities in the ρ
direction.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4, but zoomed in at the central contact hole.
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mask ( = −3.32 + 3.42i) with a 3x3 array of square contact holes with a diameter of 180nm and a center-tocenter separation of 720nm. The mask was placed on a SiO2 ( = 2.25) substrate suspended in air. We assumed
193nm Köhler illumination originating from a single point source, which translated to an orthogonally incident
x-polarized plane wave hitting the substrate side for the FDTD simulation. Note that the boundary conditions
of the FDTD simulation were non-periodic.
The small mask features were imaged in a simulated immersion system with NA = 2.2 and magnification
factor of 4, which leads to an effective numerial aperture on the object side of NA = 0.55. The optical lens
system was assumed to be aberration-free.
Next, we defined eight test cases for the entrance pupil sampling. We used linear sampling with 10, 20, 30
and 100 points for ρ, and cosine sampling with 10, 20, 30, and 100 points. For all test cases we used 50 sampling
points for θ, so that all errors can be assumed to originate from an insufficient sampling in ρ. The field values
on the sampling points were used as input for the ENZ-imaging algorithm, which resulted in the aerial images
shown in Fig. 4. Both images produced with the 100 point sampling look identical. For the images produced
using linear sampling, it is clear that the image deteriorates if we use less sampling points. For 10 points the 3x3
array of contact holes does not show up correctly, for 20 points the central hole is much brighter than the outside
holes and its image appears to be squeezed in the y-direction, finally for 30 sampling points there is no visible
difference with the 100 sampling point image. The differences are more clearly visible in Fig. 5. By contrast,
the image produced using cosine sampling of only 10 sampling points was already not visibly different from the
100 sampling point image. The Root Mean Square (RMS) error of the image using 10 point cosine sampling
compared to the 100 point cosine sampling is around one percent (0.018). In comparison, the RMS error of the
image using 30 point linear sampling with the 100 point linear sampling is 0.17. This RMS value only came near
one percent for more than 40 linearly chosen sampling points. By switching from the linear sampling scheme
to a cosine sampling scheme we could, in this example, reduce the number of points with at least a factor of 4,
while retaining the same accuracy.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
While current mask imaging algorithms cannot be beaten in terms of speed, there may be need for rigorous mask
imaging algorithms in the future. The fully vectorial ENZ-based mask imaging algorithm is such an algorithm. It
can already image a given entrance pupil distribution quite efficiently, but it also requires an efficient coupling to
rigorous electromagnetic solvers. We showed that, by using an FDTD and the Fourier transformed Stratton-Chu
formula, we can choose which points on the entrance pupil to calculate. We have shown that we can already
achieve a substantial computational reduction of at least a factor of 4 by switching to a simple cosine sampling
scheme from a standard linear sampling scheme. The fit ultimately depends on the complexity of the entrance
pupil distribution. A more detailed study on the relation between sampling schemes and the Zernike functions
is under way.
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